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Using Creativity
at Work:
Overview

Most people can think of several occupations which require workers to
- use creativity--artist, musician, dancer, designer and scientist. However,

the need for creativity is not limited to these occupations. Creative ideas
are needed in any situation including

paid employment,
homemaking,

volunteer work, and
everyday life

--anywhere there are problems with unknown solutions. ,

Some people believe that they are not creative. They may overlook
situations lin which they have good ideas, or they may avoid sharing their
ideas with others. By recogniziRg and sharing their ideas, people can begin'
to develop their creative abiliVY.

Because people become accustomed to thinking in certain ways, they may
have difficulty thinking of original ideas. People can develop their creative
potential through learning and practice. Several techniques can be used,to,
develop more creative thinking habits. Some of these techniques are:

increasing awareness,
brainstorming, and
changing existing ideas.

,Increasing awareness means learning to pay attention to,sights and sounds:
_we ordinarily ignore. Mot people are in the habit of blocking out certain
sights and-sounds in order to concentrate on-one thing at a time. By paying
attention to what we usually ignore, we can open our rinds to new ways of think-
ing.

Brainstorming is a technique in which persons gene ate a large number of
ideas. Unusual ideas' are, encouraged. Ideas are never udged or criticized
during brainstorming. Participants may combine and improve ideas during
brainstorming.

1^-
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New and original ideas can,be developed by using existing ideas as a

starting point. Parts of existing ideas can be changed in many ways. They

can be:

made bigger,,
made smaller,
modified in color, taste, or sytle,
rearranged;
reversed,
substituted, or

- combined.

produtts and services are ofte changed to make therd more attractive by
using this simple technique.. This m tho&could also be used to help workers
bake their working situations more easant and efficient.

By developing and using their creativity, workers can make their jobs
more interesting. The activities in'this module are designed to help people

develop creative thinking habits. .

1
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NM SESSION ONE
ti

TOPIC: Tuning in to Creativity

OB,JECTIVE.: By participating in the activity Picture Completion,
students will identify some of their creative potential,
and become aware of ways they allow their creative ability .

to be blocked by themselves and others.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

Using imagination
Knowing your'strengths and weaknesses
Basic writing, skills

IMPORTANCE: Some students are recognized by themselves and others as
being creative (those who can write music or draw clever

. graffiti, etc.). Others may keep their crTtive ability
to themselves for one reason or another. Others may deny
that they have any creative ability. Students need to
become aware of t ir creative abiliY. More important,i
students need to b ome aware of'blocks or "stoppers" to
their creativity in order to develop it to the f6llest
po6 ible extent. Workers who use their.creativity make
their work more interesting -for themselves and can become 4

more valuable to their employers.

MATERIALS AND Student Worksheet #1 - Picture Completion
.

EQUIPMENT:

ACTIVITY: Picture Completion

1. Hand out,Student Worksheet #1 Picture Completion.
Have students draw as many °ejects as they can using
the lines given. Make it clear that there is a time
limit of ten minutes.

V-

A a
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Note: Instructors will eve a better understanding-of
this activity if they participate in thr draw-
ing activity rather than observe. This will

help them tune in to some of their own "blocks."

2'. _After ten minutes, allow students ten minutes to walk
around to'look at other draWings.

/
FOLLOW-UP: 1. Discuss the following questions:

How many different objects were drawn by the class?
Why do you think different objects were drawn?

How many objects did you notice that were the same as
some of yours? Why do you think this happened?

How many."blank" pictures were 'in- the class? That .

is,how many of the "given line" sets were not used.
Why do you think some students were able to complete
more pictures than others?

Did anyone in the class have an idea for a picture
but not use it?,. Why not?

2

Was this activity easy or difficult for you?

How would you compare your drawings to the others
in the class? On what basis do ,you make your
comparison?

Do you think you were more or less creative than your
classmates in doing this activity?

2. Have the students use the .backs of their worksheets in
the followfng manner:

Students who found the activity difficult are asked
to'complete the following sentence: "This activity
would have been easier for me if . . a" As them to
be honest and to think of as many different factors
as possible that could have made the activ y easier.
Some possible responses are given below:

if: . . . I were good at drawing
. . I had more time

. . I were by myself
' . . I could have worked with'a group

. . . it wasn't such a silly activity'

. . I could, have takes it home

. . I had a' pencil instead of #1 pen

. . . .a different set of lines was given

4 'USING CREATIVITY AT WORK



Students who found the activity very easy are asked
to complete the following statement: This activity
would liave been more difficult for me if . . ."

f Some possible responses are given below:

4
if: . . . I had to do it left=handed

. . I wasn't good at drawing
. I had to -doilit with my eyes closed

Students who found the activity about "medium"
neither difficult nor easy are asked to complete
both sentences.

fIC

3. Ask s udents to share some of their responses with the
class ask if others in the class share the ideas
expre sed. Individual responses may be kept anonymous
by having students exchange papers.

4. Points that should be made by the teacher if they, were
not brought up in class discussions are:

Creativ-ity does not mean the same thing-tt everybody.

People can block their own creativity or the creativity
of others (for example, being afraid of what others
will say about unusual'iaas, criticizing new ideas).

The particular activity used in this session touches
only one small part of creativity. In other words,
if you found this activity hard, it doesn't necessarily
mean you aren't creative!

6. Ask students to think of specific ways they can use
< their creative Ability in a work situation. Some

,-examples are:

fr

* Thinking of.'ideas for making work environments more
enjoyable.

Thinking of ways to make products more attractive to
customers:

Thinkinr f ways to train workers more effectively.

1 USING CREATIVITY AT WORK 5
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Student Worksheet #1 Picture Completion

J

116

Take ten minutes to "filiiS'h these pictures in any
way you wish. Think of and draw as many different
objects-as you can-'using the line's already given.-

USING CREATIVITY AT WORK 12
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SESSION TWO

TOPIC: Defining Creativity

OBJECTIVE: By'responding to the Creativitx Questionnaire and comparing,
their responses to the responsgs of (classmates, students
will examine several aspects of creativity.

SURVIVAL. SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

f

) IMPORTANCE:.

MATERIALS AND
EQUIPMENT :

Basic writing skills
Imagination
Working as a team member
Understanding written information
Following instructions'

Students need toexamite their own ideas about creativity
so that they can recognize this potential in themselves
and others. Once they,have reoognized their creative
potential, students willbe encouraged to develop their
creative ability and apply it to work situations.

Ten to fifteen copies of Student Worksheet #2 - Creativity'
Questionnaire, cut into.strips
Overhead projector
Six blank transparencies
Pens for writing on transparencies

.

ACTIVITY: Creativity Questionnaire'
,

,

B
1. Pass out Student Worksheet #2 - Creativity Questionnaire

strips, one set to ea,ct student. Students are to answer
each qbestion briefly. One or sentences for each

If
clues on is sufficient. Studelts need not put their
nam s on their papers. Explalin that the purpose of the
activity is to get their opinions about creativity and
there are no right or wrong answers. Allow about ten
minutes for students foocomplete the questionnaire.

t.

3,
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NOTE: In a large class, the following procedure could-
become (very difficult. StUaents could work in

,

pairs of small; groups, using one questionnaire
:.: per pair or group. The optimum number of

questionnaires to b used in this activity is
between eight and tw I've.

,

2. Assign six students to collect the slips. Each of
'these students will coll ct all the slips for one
question.

3. Assign another student as a vote-counter. Put a blank
transparency on the overhead projectOr. Explain briefly
that the class is going ,to determine group opinions for
the responses to each of the six questions.

All answers to question #1 are to be read one at a
time by the student who collected them.

Students are to raise their hands if they agree with
a response.

Students may "vote" for as manyresponSesto each
question as they wish. . (Student helpers may vote.)

Any response that receives votes from more than half
the claSs is written, on the blank transparency.

Responses that are the same or quite similar need not
be written, but a star may be placed by the response
each time the 'response is repeated.

4. This process_is: repeated for each question, -using
additional blank transparencies.

FOLLOW-UP: Go back to question #1 and asly students to agree on a concise
response for each question, 6-sing a combination of the
responses on the transparency. Repeat for questions 2 - 6.

NOTE: This may also be done by dividing the'class into
two, three, or six groups and-assigning each
group one or more of the questions. Each group
could then report back to the class, and the
class as a whole could decide (by vote and /or
discussion) on the acceptability of answers.

USING CREATIVITY AT WORK



Student Worksheet #2 Creativity Questionaire

1. In your opinion, what,is a "cteative per4son?"
r

2. Do you think that not letting a person be creative could be harmful?
Explain your response.

3. Do you think that creativity can be used at work as well as in activities
such as music, or dance? Explain your response.

4. Do you think that everybody can be creative or that only a lucky few have
this ability? Give a reason/for your response.

5. Do you think it is easy for most people to'accept new andiveative ideas,
or would they rather stick to old ways of doing things ?. Explain your-re-7
sponse.

6. What do you think stops people from using their creative ability?

aro

USING CREATIVITY AT WORK
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,SESSION THREE

TOPIC: Applying Creativity

OBJECTIVE:- k.y role-playing examples for given principles. of-creativity,
students will demonstrate their understanding of the
principles of creativity.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

Working as a team member
Knowing your strengths and weaknesses
Using your imagination
Basic speaking Skills

0'
IMPORTANCE: Creativity does not only apply to the arts. Creativity

can be very useful in work situations. Any situation which
involves problems which have unknown solutions is an
opportunity, to use creativity. In this session students
are encouraged to use their own creativity and apply the
principles of creativity to work situations.

NATERIALS AND Transparency #1 - Problems With Unknown Solutions
EQUIPMENT: Transparency #2 - Questioning Ideas

Transparency #3 - Unused Ideas
rt

Trandparency #4 - Recognizing Creativity
One Role-Playing Sheet, cut 'into strips
Overhead projector

ACTIVITY: Principles of Creativity

1. Using Transparencies #1 through #4, discuss the four
principles of creativity illustrated. The following
ideas and xamples may be used in the discussion:

(Transparency #1) Creativity applies to almost any
situation in which there are problems with unknown
solutions, no matter how large or small the problems
are. Although creativity is commonly associated
with art, music, and science, many everyday problems
at home and at work require creativity. For example,

4

1
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readers of new-6Paiierscolumns like "Hints' from
Heloise" show creativity in their ideas for
solving small househbld problems.

X.'''' .
-may mean ,l, ;

(Transparency #2) Creative thinking '
,..

questioningideas that many people automatically
,accept'or disagreeing with commonly accepted ways.
Of doing things. For example,, for marly years
people thought that the sun revolved around the
earth. The astronomer who discovered that the
earth actually revolves around the sun had difficulty
convincing others of this new fact.

(Transparency #3) Many creative ideas go unspoken
and unused even though they may be useful. For
example, some peopY'e do not express their ideas

° because they are afraid that others will laugh at
what they say. Other people discover that their'
ideas are_simply not wanted, so they keep them to
themielves.

(Transparency #4) Most people are creative in one
,reway or another. However, many people believe that

they'are not creative. These people are either not
using what creativity they have, or they do not
recognize situations in which they .are creative.
For example, students who have the abilityto draw
are usually considered creative, while students who
can repair engines may not be considered creative.
'Actually, many problems irroolved in repairing engines

-,-require' a creative appJ.oach.

Divide'the class into four groups. Assign each group
ire of-the four principles of creativity by,giving the

students one of the strips from the Role-Playing Sheet.
Ve.students about ten minutes to develop ,a work-

related role-playing situation to illustrate one of the
priyiples of creativity.

While students should e encouraged to develop their
own role playing' situation, the following.examples can
be used as suggestions if a'group has problems thinking
of a situation. The numbers below correspond to the
number of the transparency on which the principle was
illustrated.

(1) A clothing store has suffered an unexpected drop
in sales. The sales manager and sales personnel
discuss ways of handling the problem.

12 USING CREATIVITY AT WORK



(2) During a staff meeting, a.worker suggests that all
Flworkers could be allowed to set their own work

schedulers. He /she would rather work four hours in
the morning and foUr hours in the evening instead
of the normal working ay.
4

e

i'(3) A window designer Is prepa ing a' display for the
Christmasshopping season. A salesperspn who is
casually obs'erving suddenly thinks of a good dis-
play idea. The'salesperson talks to a co-worker

--'about the idea. The co-worker 1 the idea and
suggests sharing it with the destner. The sales-
person who thought of the idea refuses to share
the idea because be/she is afraid the designer
will think the idea is silly.

(4) A supervisor compliments an office worker for an
idea to cut down paper work. The idea will save
the department time and money. The same office
wo'rker claims not to be creative when asked to
assist with holiday decgx-ations for the office.

3. Have the groups act out their situations and explain
how each situation illustrates one of the principles
of creativity.

FOLLOW-UP Explain that students had an opportui j to use their
creativity while developing their role-playing situations.
'Discuss the experience, using the following questions:

In what ways do you think the groups used creativity
in carrying out their role-playing assignments?

Did you notie any "blocking" of creativity during
the activity?

Were you afraid to share,your ideas?

Did other students ignore or laugh at your ideas?

Did
5
you ignore or laugh at the ideas of others?

How can people encourage others to be creative?

Do you believe that you, as an individual, were
creative during this activity? Why or why not?

How could you have been more creative during the
activity?

USING CREATIVITY AT WORK 13
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Transparency #1 Problems with Unknown Solutions

Creativity applies to almost any situation in which there are problems
with unknown solutions, no matter how large or small the problems are.

14 USING CREATIVITY AT WORle,
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spare c#2 stoning deas

Creative thinking may mean uestionin Ideas that many peop/e

of doing things:
accept or disagreeing accepted aYs

USING CREATIVITY AT WORK 15



Transparency #3, Uniited Ideas

Many creative ideas go unspoken and unused even though they may
be useful.

16 , USING CREATIVITY AT WORK
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TransQarency #.4 Recogilizing yeratiiity

:414.

Most people are, creative
believe that they are not
what creativity. they have
they are creative.

in one-way or another. However, many peovie
creative. These people are either not)usin(g

, or they do not recognize situations in which

22,
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Rqle Playing Situation

Creativity applies to almost any situation in Which there are problems with
unknown solutions, no matter how large Or small the problems are. Although

creativity-is commonly associated with art, music, and science, many 'bvery-

/ day problems at home and at work require creativity.

Think of4a work related problem. Then think of e or ore creative ways of

solving the problem. You will be asked to demo strate The problem and how
you decided it could be solved by acting out a situation for theitlass.

Role Playing Situation #2

Clmative thinking may mean questioning ideas that many people automatically
accept or disagreeing with commonly accepted ways of doing things.

Think of a work situation in which a creative worker questions accepted ideas

or ways of doing things. What might be the results of thinking in this way?
You will be asked to demonstrate this situation by acting it out for the class.

Role Playing Situation #3

Many creative ideas go unspoken and unused even though they m e useful.

Think of ifferent reasons why a worker might not express a creative idea.
What might be the possible results of expressing a creative idea? You will

be asked to demonstrate some possible reasons why people do not express their

creative ideas by acting out a situation for the class.

Role Playing Situation #4

Most people are creative in one way or another. However, many people believe

that they are not creative. These people are either not using what creativity
they have, or they do not recognize situations in which they are creative.

Think of a work situation in which a worker might not recognize -thart_ he ar

she is being creatilA. (You will be asked to demonstrate-this Siivatiakfor
the class by acting it out. °

2
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0,I. SESSION FOUR

TOPIC: Creativity Sey Evaluation

\
OBJECTIVE: By responding to and discussing a questionnaire on creative

Potential, students will have the opportunity to become
aware of their own creative potential.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

Using imagination
Knowing your strengths and weaknesses
Understanding written information
Basic arithmetic skills

IMPORTANCE: In Order to develop their creative ability, students need
an opportunity to assess their own creative behavior. They
can then begin to practice creative thinking.

MATERIALS AND Student Handout #1 Three Descriptions*
EQUIPMENT: Student Worksheet #3 Your Creative Potential*

Overhead projector

4

ACTIVITY: Creativity Self Evaluation

1. Distribute Student Handout #1 Three Descriptions.

2.. Have students read the three descriptions and decide
which one best de them.

3. Distribute Student Worksheet #3 Your Creative Potential.

4. Explain to students that the worksheet is designed to -

help them assess their creative potential.

5. Read the directions to studentS: Have them complete
the worksheet.

* Reproduced with permission from Self Encounter by" Lawrence
Smalheiser, Price, Stern, and Sloan Publishers, Inc.
Los Angeles, 1973.

USING CREATIVITY AT WORK 19



FOLL01UP:' 1. Use, the following scoring'fcey4to hela students sco'r
their worksheets. Read.thescore f6re4ch"reSponse
tco,each question. Instruct students to.write_ the

,numbed of points they scored for theiresponses.he-
', side each statement on the worksheet. Fox example, if \'

a student checked "Uncertain" for statement A,-the
1' 'student should write "1" beside the statement.

e

A

TRUE FALSE UNCERTAIN.

2 0 1

A2 0 1

C 0 3

D 0 2

E 0 3 1

F 3 0 1

G 0 3 1

H 0

I 2 0 1

J 3 0 1

K 2 0 1

L 3 0 1

,M 2 0 1

N 3 0 1

0 0
t

2 1

2. After all statements have been scored, have students
add up the points for all statements.

3. Have students refer to Student Handout #1. Tell them
that they may interpret their scores as follows:

Description I applies to persons who scored 23 points
or more.

Description II applies to'persons who scored between
11 and 22 points.

Description III, applies to persons who scored 10
points or less.

4. Use the following questions to discuss the results oft
the scoring.

Were'you surprised at the results of the scoring?
Why or why not? ,

,Vhat 'do you like about the description that resulted
from scoring the worksheet?

20 . USING CREATI4TY AT WORK



What about the descr4ption'Would you like-to change
or,l'iliprwe?

sow

. . ----,
In what,.ways Are.the descriptions similar? Tn what

,
Ways ate'they different? ___,,, r A,

-- (4.

tddhat advaAtages Might a'person'of each clsetipfion
haveisf.

ave on a job? Disadvantages% ',Li ,,,,

k1._ A

,0
k.rti

\..,,

USING CREATIVITY t!k WORK 21°
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Student Handout #1 Three Descriptions

Below*are descriptions of three different types of people. Read all

three descriptions carefully. Mark an "X" in the boX beside the description

you believe most closely dgscribes you.

Description I

You are not bound' by ordinary ways of'thinking. You can develop an

recognize original and unusual ideas. Your curiosity may also encourage. ou

tosombine ideas in new ways. You are willing to experiment even when y
art= not sure your work will be rewarded. Be6ause you seldom depend on hirs,

you can provide yourself with-tha.time, energy and isolation that are n Asary
for creative activities. Yo4 are not likely to be distracted or-disebu ged by

others once you become interested in a challenging task.

Description II
4

0 You can recognize, and appreciate a creative idea, although you usually do .

not produce these ideas by 'Yourself: -You probably. engage in creative activities
which involve using'your handsAr;which involve objects you can see and touch
You start creative projects som imes, but you may l6se patienqe and interest
when a project requires-you to work for a long time by yourself.

Description III

You are usually more interested in practical down-to-earth matters than
in chasing dreams. Since you tend to be very realistic' in your thinking, you

may.not be alertfio unusual ideas that are necessary for creative problem

solving. Because you prefer to work with other people, you rarely, set aside

time to work by yourself on your ideas. You are more likely to engage in

activities which give you immediate results and 'Which may be shared with others.

22 USING CREATIVITY AT WORK



Student Worksheet #3 Your Creative Potential

Respond to each of the following statements by checking one of the boxes
to the left of the statement. This is not a test. Think carefully about each
statement before responding.

True False Uncertain

A My ideas are not always easy to explain to others.

B I would rather work at .discovering new facts than teaching
others.

C 0 I don't like to waste time and energy on ideas that may not
work out., r

1)"0 I find it easier to express ideas than to think of new ideas.

E I'prefer quick solutions to problems rather than dealing
it with uncertainty.

F My way of thinking about things is often considered different
or unusual.

I find it easy to interrupt a project when friends call or
visit.

\1ieel more comfortable with facts than with theories.

I would tether be good at making up stories than good at
telling them.

I have difficulty giving up my ideas just to please others.

K -0 I would rather design clothes than model clothes.

L E3 I prefer'to work on ideas by myself rather than with others.

Unusual things appeal to me more than ordinary things.ri

N 0 When I. get an idea, .I work o it, even when others.think--
it "far out" and impractical

.I would follow up on my ideas if it didn't mean being
alone so much.
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SESSION FIVE

TOPIC: Awareness and Creativity

OBJECTIVE: By concentrating o sights and sounds in their envir)n-
ment, students wil gain an awareness of how they limit.
their sensations and their creativity.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

Work as a team member
Usineimagination
Working without close supervision
Managing time and materials, efficiently
Basic writing skills

IMPORTANCE: People learn to focus their attent n by shutting cut some
sensations, resulting in a kind of tunnel vision or tunnel
perception. This'is necessary in order to concentrate on
one,thing at a time and to eliminate distractions. Shutting
out sensations can also interfere with the creative process
by limiting awareness of different options. The following
activities are aimed at increasing students' understanding
of the limits they can put on their awareness and on their
creativity.

MATE Ii6LS AND A stopwatch'or a watch with a second hand.
EQ IPMENT:

Several common objects such as a table, chair, book, pen,
etc. They must be objects that can be manipulated by
students.

ACTIVITY: The "Tunnel Vision" Experiment ( optional)

1. Ask students to participate in a simple experiment.
Each will need an ordinary sheet of notebook pager.
Students are to roll the sheet of paper into a
"telescope" about one inch in diameter and look
steadily for a few seconds at some large object in
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q.

the room that the teacher indicates. They should
then look at the object without the use of the
"telescope". Ask them to compare what they see
using the "telescope" to what they see without it.
It may lie helpful to switch back and forth several
times. Ask students to compare their experiences.
These questions may facilitate discussion:.

Were you able .to see the whole object with the
"telescope "? Without it?

Were you able to see surrounding objects using
the "telescope"? Without it?

What difference did the surroundings make'to your
view of the object?

If you had not already known what the object was,
do you think you could have figured out what it
was with the.use of the "telescope"?

2. Explain that this experiment demonstrates one of the
common "blocks" or "stoppers" to creativity. Without
realizing that we are closing ourselves off from a big
part of the world, it is easy to get into a habit of
automatically blocking out ideas and parts of our
environment and actually disregarding this "food" for
creativity.

3. In work situations, people sometimes develop "tunnel
vision". For example, people may consider only their
own jobs or departments and ignore the problems and
jobs of others. Use the following questions to conclude
the discussion:

What kind of jobs are most liketi to encourage/
discourage tunnel vision?

Do you think that tunnel vision is more likely to
occur in large or small organizations? Why?,

` What can employees do to avoid getng tunnel vision
in their jobs?

What can employers do to help employees avoid tunnel
vision in their jobs?1
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ACTIVITY:
*

Stop, Look, Listen

1. This activity gives students a chance to expand their
awareness by focusing on their senses of sight and
hearing. It also gives students a chance to become
aware of how they "block" their awareness.

0

NOTE: It is suggested that the teacher participate
in the following activities in order to tune
in to students' experiences.

2. Students are asked to write down everything they see
for three minutes.. Before they begin, explain to
students that they are free to move about the room
if they wish.

FOLLOW-UP : 1. Did any students "run out of things" to write down,
while others were writing continuously?

2. How could students have increased the number of things
they saw during the experiment?

Some ideas:

a. get up and walk around

b. move things to see behind or under them

c. pay attention to details (for example, instead
of 1.)riting that you see Ken, write that you see
Ken's red shirt, Ken's blue pants, etc.)

d. leave the room

e. open window shades

You may wish to point out that actions such as walking
around and leaving the room are not usually considered
appropriate in the classroom. In many situations,
behavior may be limited by various rules. Creative
ideas sometimes conflict with rules. Therefore, we
must be aware of rules when carrying out creative ideas.

3. If studehts had trouble writing down more than five or
six things (it is easily possible to write continuously
for a three minute period on what one sees in any but
the most barren situation) suggest that they try looking
at things as if they were strangers from outer space or
as if they were seeing the scene for the first time.
ThiS technique can be used in the next activity.
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ACTIVITY: Stop, Look, Listen (cOntinued)'

The procedure is exactly the- same, except this time
students are asked to write down everything they hear
for three minutes. This is usually somewhat more
difficult, so remind students to Listen for and write
down sounds they_uAally ignore.

c

FOLLOW-UP : 1, Which-of the sounds you wrote down are ones that you
usually ignore or shut out?

0

2. How could students have increased the number of things
.they heard?

Some ideas:

a. open window to let in outside noises

b. make noises

3. Ask the student with the longest list of sounds to
quickly read thd items on the list to the class. Did
other students hear any of the things on the list but
not write them down? Why do you think this happened?
What additional sounds could be added togthe list?

4. Is it possible to "turn on" and "turn off" our awareness?
In what work situations is it important to "turn off"
awareness? to "turn on" awareness? Some examples,are:

When trying to solve a math problem, "turning off"
awareness helps us concentrate on the problem.

* When lobking for safety or health hazards, we should
,,,,:turn on" our waviness to avoid overlooking hazards.

ACTIVITY: "Martian Thinking"

1. Explain that somet es ideas and ektings we take for

granted hide many reative ideas. Far instance, if
students were asked what a certain object is, they
would probably saN'"a table". If they wereasked what
it can be used for, students might answer "for writing
on" or "for eating on", or other familiar uses. Ask
students to think of reasons why.
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2. Ask students to imagine they had never seen a table
"before. Suppose they came into 'a room containing
twenty tables in different positions - on legs, on
side, on end, with top leaning against the wall, etc.
Not knowing what a table is for and how it is "supposed
to be" placed, people could probably think of dozens of
new and unusual uses for a table.

3. Divide the class into groups of about three or four,
and assign each group an object. Students may manipu-
late the object in any w4y that does not break it.
They are to"think of as many new and unusual uses of
the object as possible in ten minutes.

4. At the end of ten minutes, ask each group to demonstrate
two or three of the most creative uses they developed
for their object.

NOTE: Most students will go about this activity with
a considerable amount of humor. Although it is
not absolutely essential, humor is often present
during the creative experience. Students should
be encouraged to use their sense'of humor during
this activity.

FOLLOWUP: Askthe'class to answer the following questions:

In what ways do you think your group used crea_lvity
during this activity?

What did you learn about creativity during this
activiv? 4

Did you feel free to expres
this activity?

all your ideas during

Did you feel silly doing this activity?

Were you afraid of what others would sayabout your
, ideas?

Did your ideas flow more easily after you got started?\

How did you block your own creativity?

O'How can you help yourself to get "unblocked"?

/How can you use Martian Thinking in workVtuations?
,(For example, using tools in an unusual way,
advertising, etc.)

ie

0

*
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SESSION SIX

TOPIC: Brainstorming A Creative Technique

OBJECTIVE: After learning the rules of brainstorming, students will
practice applying the brainstorming technique to a problem
situation.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

C

.;

Working as a team member
Basic writing skills
Using imagination
Adjusting to work situations
Managing time efficiently

IMPORTANCE: *Brainstorming is a useful tool forf'develnping creativity.
Brainstorming calls for "pulling out all the stops" during
the idea formulation stage of creativity. Many times
workers face problems on the job, for which there appear
to be no solutions. By using the brainstorming technique,
potential solutions which seem improbable at first may be
explored, leading to a solution of the problem.

MATERIALS AND Transparency #5 - No Criticizing
EQUIPMENT: Transparency #6 Use Imagination

Transparency #7 - Think Quantity
Transparency #8 Combine and Improve Ideas
Student Worksheet #4 - Brainstorming cut into three strips
al g the dotted lines
Tra parency #9 - Guidelines for Brainstorming
Ove ead projector

=t
ACTIVITY: Brainstorming

1. Explain to students that brainstorming is a technique
for generating a large number of ideas.

2. Many people block their ownicreativity by either:

Deciding whether an idea is good or bad almost as
soon as they think of it
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.or

criticizing their ideas before they have a chance to
develop them fully, or

automatically forgetting about ideas that seem "far
out".

s.

3. Brainstorming may e used by one person or by a group.

0 Use Transparencies #5 through #8 to explain the four
guidelines for brainstorming.

C-

Trangparency #5 - No Criticizing. All ideas are
written do before any discussion, judgments, or
criticism rs allowed.

Transparency #6 z" Use Imagination. let your imaginia-

tion go. Don't censor your.ideas. Write down even
your "far out" ideas. It is easier to tame down your
ideas than to jazz them up.

Transparency #7 - Think Quantity. During brainstorm-
ing, just think of as many Ideas as you can. Don't
worry about whether your ideas, are practical. For

the time being, quantity is more important thaw
quality. The more ideas ydu think of, the, more likely
you will end up with some good ones.

Transparency #8 - Combine and II4rove Ideas. Putting
two or more ideas together is fair play and is encour-
aged. In group brainstorming, group members may use
their creativity to improve ideas oVothers. "Just
make sure that you are improving and not criticizing.

4. Hand out the first strips of Student Worksheet #4 -
Brainstorming, and read through the instructions with
the students. Have students apply the our basic guide-

lines while brainstorming for 3 minute-. Project

Transparency #9 Guidelines for Brai stormin as a

reminder of the brainstorming guideli elp

NOTE: Instructors are encouraged to pa ticipate in.this
activity with students or try it in advance.

5. After three. minutes, ask the students the following

questions:

Was this activity easy for you? Why or why not?

Which of the brainstorming guidelines was most difficult

to follow? Why?
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-Were you critical of your own ideas? Why?

Did you try to write down only ideas you thought'
were good instead of-writing all your ideas? Why?

6. Divide the class into pairs.

Hand out the second strips of Student Worksheet #4 -

.(Brainstorming with a Partner). 1

Go over instructions briefly witti students. Encourage
them to use their ideas frOm Student Worksheet #4 in

zany way they wish, although they are. not limited to
these ideas:

0 StUdents are to workin pairs, not as individuals.

Three minutes are allowed for this brainstorming
session.

Remind'students of the guidelines for brainstorming.

7.- After three minutes, ask the students the following
questions:

Was it easier or more difficult to work in pairs than
by yourself? Why?

Which guidelines gave you the Most trouble? Can you
think of a way to overcome this difficulky?

Were you critical,of your partner's ideas? 'Why? Did
you feel that he or she was'critical of yours? What
-was your reaction to criticism?

Were you abie'to combine and improve each. other's
ideas? He students give examples.

8. Divide the class into groups of four or five students
each.

-7PN
Pass out the third strips of Student Worksheet #4

'(Brainstorming for Better W 'rk Situations).

, Give students three minutes to brainstorm.

Ask students to make a special effort to follow the
.guidelines for brainstorming discussed earlier. Use
Transparencey #9 as a reminder.
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FOLLOW-UP: Ask the class the follwing questions:

Was it easier to think of ideas by working in a
group rather than alone or in pairs? Which did
you prefer? Why?

Was it difficult to avoid criticizing your own ideas
before sharing them with the group?

Were you critical of.other ,groUlo members' ideas?
Did you feel others were critical of your ideas?-

Do you thin mbers of your group used imagination
in their eas?

Did the as of others help you think of ideas, or
did you find their ideas distracting?

Were you able to improve on somebody else's, ideas?
If so, did that person feel criticized? How can you
tell the difference between an improvement and a
criticism?

How can brainstorming be used in work situations? (
What are some examples?
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Transparency #5 No Criticizing

Write all ideas down before you start to judge-or citicize them.

3;
f
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Transparency #6 Use Imaginal lion

Let your imagination go. Write down even your far--out ideas. It is

easier to tame down your ideas later than to jazz thet up.
%
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Transparency #7 Think'Quantity

Think of as many ideas as you can. Don't worry about whether they are
practical. For the time being, quantity is more important than quality.
The more idea§ you think of, sthe more likely it is that you will come
up with some gLod ones.
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Transparency #8 Combine and Immve Ideas
o

Putting two or more ideas together is fair play, and is encouraged.,
Also in group brainstormingroup members may use their creativity,
to improve ideas of others. (Just make sure that you are improving'
and,not criticizing!) ti
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Student Worksheet#4 Brainstorming

Suppose you are working
have been down, and you
to use more toothpicks.
new uses for toothpicks.

BRAINSTORMING

for Ace Toothpick ManufacturerS', Inc. Lately sales
have been asked to work on a campaign to get people
Your boss lies asked you to make up a list of possible

'

Write your ideas below. Use your imagination!

-14

BRAINSTORMING WITH A'PARTNER

You and a co-worker have been assigned the task of launching an advertising
campaign to get people to use more toothpicks.. So far each of you has
deVeloped a list of possible new uses for toothpicks. Your assignment is to
.develo2 slogans to be used -in an advertising campaign to get people to use
toothpicks in new ways. Write possible slogans below, (Examples of common
advertising slogans: "Things go better with Coke," "You meet the nicest
people on a Honda.")

(

fi

BRAI4STORMING FOR BETTER WORK SITUATIONS

Using the brainstormitg technique, fist as many ideas as yOu can for making
work situations more comfortable' and enjoyable. Remember, don't judge any
of your ideas right now. Just write down all ideas that come to your mind.,

41.
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Transparenay #9 Guidelines for Brainstorming

.0
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SESSION SEVEN

TOPIC: Creativity in Work Situations

OBJECTIVE: By ,thinking of ways to change an existing object, students
will learn to apply one technique for developing their
creative ability.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
EMPHASIZED:

IMPORTANCE:

Using imagination
'Managing materials efficiently

One way to help students develop their creative ability, s
to begin with existing ideas. These ideas may be changed
in various ways to produce new and original ideas. The
technique of changing existing ide la many useful
applications in work situations.

MATERIALS AND Student Worksheet #5 - New Ideas from Old
EQUIPMENT:

ACTIVITY: Developing New Ideas from Old. Id-%

1. Discuss the tec ique of changing existing ideas in
order to develop n and original ideas.

Existing ideas ive us a starting point.

By changing one or more part of an idea, we can
develop useful new ideas.

2. Discuss the following ways of changing an idea. Have
students give examples of\ each.

Make it bigger or add new parts. two examples are
"giant'economy ,sizes" of products and increasing the
size ofa business -to include more products or to
serve a larger area.
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Make /it smaller or eliminaCe. parts. Examples arc

transistor radios, pocket caYculators, and microfilm.

Modify parts or ideas. Examples are changinwcolors,

tastes, odors and styles. Soaps are often'cblnged in

their color and odor. Automobile styles are changed

yearly.

Rearrange parts. Some examples of rearranging parts

are in desigding buildings, parks, and machines.

Reverse parts. One example of reversing parts is in
automobiles in which the trunk and the engine are
simply reversed in location. Another example is re-

versing roles of persons, such as a husband assuming
homemaking responsbilities while a wife assumes the

role of breadwinner.

Substitute different materials, parts, or methods. A

common example is the substitution of plastic for wood

and metal. Another example is the substitution of an
electric motor for an internal combustion engine in a

car.

combine pa-ts or ideas. One example is t "home

entertain- oL unit," which combines a television,

ray'' ape player, and record pla . Another

ex is the, motor home, which combines a home with

a _hide.

3. Distribute. Student Worksheet #5 - New Ideas from Old and

have students complete the worksheet.

FOLLOW-----UP : 1. Ask all students to share their ideas. Have them
explain how'their ideas can be useful in working

situations.

2: Ask the class to consider combining two or more ideas

of individual students.

3. _ize tha the technique used in this activity can
be used to develop new ideas and processes as well as,-

new objects.

4. If time permits, have students apply th'k same technique

to a service instead of an object.
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Have students imagine that the class has decided to
form a company to offer a service (for example, lawn
mowing or dog walking).

Working as a group, have the students use the same
technique they used on the worksheet to develop a
creative approach which would attract customers.
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Student Worksheet #5 New Ideas from Old

Think of an object used or produced in a work situation. Write the name
of the object in the" blank below:

2. Name the basic parts of the,object.

3. How could the object or part of the object:

- Be made bigger?

- Be made smaller?

Be modified?

4. How could the parts of the object:

- Be rearranged?

Be reversed?

Be substituted or Mhde of a different material?

5. How can you combine your ideas above?

6. How could your ideas be useful to workers?

r\-
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Resources for Teachers'

BOOKS, ARTICLES, AND ACTIVITIES

Ellis, William D., "Your Hunches May 'Be Your Future," Readee4 Digezt, March
1973, pp. 199-202.

Explains how workers have used on-the-job creativity to benefit
themselves and their organizations. Contains suggestions for develop-
ing creative ideas in work situations.

!

Gade, Dolores, Teaching Packet On New Dbliewsionis in Citeativity, Home Economics
Education Association, University of Wyoming, 1974.

Contained in a loose-leaf binder, this Teaching Packet is divided
into two major parts. The first section is for the teacher's use. It

explains the approach to creativity used in the materials, and discusses
the importance of creativity. It provides suggestions for lesson outlines,
a narration, and materials specified for certain class activities. _Other
suggested activities and solutions to student exercises are also in the
teacher's section. The second section contains worksheets that can be
duplicated for each studept. Five learning packets cover material entitled
(1) unexplored territory, (2) is your creativity showing, (3) blocks to
'creativity, (4) thinking in new dimensions, and (5) ready for action.

Gibb, C. Glenadine, Cheative Pnobt.em SptAming, Texas University Research and
Development Center for Teacher Education, Austin, Texas, 1970.,

Contains three modules designed to teaqp creative problem solving.
The modules are entitled (1):application of deferred judgment, (2)

cognizing ":he real problem, and (3) developing the solution. Instructor's
guides for all modules are included with the student workbook for the third
module. For each module goals are stated, operational objectives are
defined, and teaching,procedures_are outlined in terms pf desired learning
outcomes, in5r.rUctor behavior, and student behavior. Students are given
practic in - problem redefinition, brainStorming, generating and evaluating
solbtiohs, and overcoming mental sets.

How to Use Vouk ImaginationThe A B C'6 06 Cneative PnobZem Saving, a
Scriptographic Booklet, 'Charming L. Bete Co., Inc., Greenfield, Mass.,

1977.
One of a series of six illustrated booklets for use in vklues educa-

tion. Emphasizes the-need for imagination when solving problems, and out-
lines the step, -by -step process of problem solving.

Parnes, Sidney J., Cheative Behav,ion Guidebbok, Charles Scribner's
.. New York, 1967, 311 p.

A book designed for the educator or administrator who wants to delve
into the whys and hows of nurturing creative talent, at the adult, college,
and high school levels. Divided into two parts entitled (1)_philosophy and
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psychology of creative behavior, and (2) an instructional program for
cultivating creative behavior. Designed to be accompanied by the
Ckeat,ive Behaviok Wokkbook.

, aeative 8ehaviok Wokkbook, Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York, 1967. 169 p.

A workbook designed for use along with the aeatiVe Behaviok
Guidebodk. The workbook aims to Ove the student a clearei under-
standing of how to tackle a_prOblem creatively, as well as an
appreciation of some of the rewards for creative effort Includes
sixteen sessions that emphasize the practical applicati 1 of creative

procesSes. Also includes supplementary exercises for .rther practice
and review.

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

KoetsteeA OH CkeatiVaY, available from the Audio Visual Service, University
of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801. Request film number 90147. (41 minutes)

A view of Arthur Koestler and a review of his theory -of creativity
as expressed in his book, The. Act (16 aeation, 4 valuable histol_:.:al

perspective on the.elements common to discovei=y-In science and to crea-
tion in art, as well as of some aspects of aesthetic theory. Narrated

in part by Koestler. A 1971 production.
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